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A Letter

FROM THE
PRESIDENT
Dear Alumni, Faculty, Students, and Sponsors,
It gives me great pleasure to present to you the Spring 2018 Edition of ASCE Bruin.
Our winter quarter was stronger than ever, as our chapter hosted company info
sessions nearly every week, Networking Night, and 38 companies at our Winter
Career Fair. Throughout the quarter, we put on and participated in multiple
community service events, such as Heal the Bay and the Annual Popsicle Stick Bridge
Competition. We also hosted events to interact with our faculty, such as a Research
Info Session to connect professors and post-docs to students seeking research

“Throughout the
quarter, we put on
and participated in
multiple community
service events, such
as Heal the Bay and
the Annual Popsicle
Stick Bridge
Competition.”

positions.
Winter quarter was a project intensive quarter, as all our project members were
gearing up for their competitions. For most projects like Concrete Canoe and Seismic
Design, the competition will happen in the spring and summer, but our Construction
Management team and our GeoWall team have already competed in winter quarter.
The Construction Management team competed at the ASC67 regional competition in
Sparks, Nevada, and GeoWall competed at the Geo-Institute Congress in Orlando,
Florida. Both teams put in many hours to prepare and had great experiences at their
competitions, and they will be able to use the knowledge that they gained for future
competitions.
In addition to a tremendous amount of project work last quarter, we did a little bit of
traveling! Following the first week of winter quarter, a large group of students drove
to Big Bear Lake to spend the three-day Martin Luther King Jr. Day weekend. This trip
was our largest social event of the quarter, and gave our members a chance to get
away from campus for a few days with old friends as well as the chance to bond with
new friends. Attendees were able to enjoy skiing, snowboarding, and hiking, as well
as relaxing in the cabin while playing games and watching football. During the same
weekend, 5 dedicated members drove to Henderson, Nevada for the Workshop for
Student Chapter Leaders (WSCL). Our attendees were able to learn leadership skills
and strategies for improving our student chapter. They also networked with
professionals and members from other schools and got a chance to explore the city
of Las Vegas.
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At our Winter General meeting, we elected our new secretary for the upcoming 2018
calendar year, Abby Edwards. In the middle of the quarter, 25 students attended LA
YMF’s Annual Student Night and Job Fair. They networked with many companies and
enjoyed the following banquet, where scholarships and awards were given out. Three
scholarships were awarded to UCLA students, including Trini Inouye, Bryan Hong,
and Eric Roberts. This was incredibly impressive, given that many students from the
other 11 attending universities applied to the same scholarships.
In the upcoming spring quarter, we still have a lot to look forward to! During the first
week, most of our projects, including Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, Surveying,
Construction Management, Concrete Sports, GeoWall, and Environmental Design,
will compete at Pacific Southwest Regional Conference (PSWC) in Tempe, Arizona.
Our Seismic Outreach program will host another large event for hundreds of middle
school students, teaching them about seismic and structural engineering. During
fourth and sixth weeks, we will hold elections for our 2018-2019 officer board, and
later in the quarter, we will hold our end-of-the-year Awards Banquet to celebrate all
the hard work and success from the entire year. After finals, our Seismic Design team
will compete at EERI Nationals in Los Angeles, California.
This year’s journey thus far would not be possible without the incredible support from
our sponsors, alumni, advisors, professors, the UCLA C&EE Department, and our
family and friends. Thank you for all of the advice, help, and financial support that
you give us all year and for being a part of this amazing student chapter.
Cheers,

Allison Woodworth, President
ASCE at UCLA 2017-2018
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“This year’s journey
thus far would not
be possible without
the incredible
support from our
sponsors, alumni,
advisors,
professors, the
UCLA C&EE
Department, and
our family and
friends.”

MEMBERSHIP
ALYSSA YIM
ASCE at UCLA has seen considerable growth in the past couple of months with the club now having over 330
people signed up for membership. This is more than a 10% increase in the number of members that were signed up
at this time last year. Also, 74% of Civil Engineering undergraduates are members of ASCE. Additionally, we have
seen a rise in the number of those signed up for ASCE National Membership.
Every quarter, we like to take the time to properly show appreciation for our members, and there are always a few
members that deserve special recognition for the time and effort they put into this club. For that reason, we have
Member of the Quarter. It is my honor to announce that the Member of Winter Quarter is freshman Tianxing (Walker)
Dai! His participation in many of our projects, attendance at general events, and overall enthusiasm is what nagged
him that spot. Congratulations Walker!
With the ASC 67 and GeoWall Competitions having taken place during Winter Quarter and PSWC and the Seismic
Design Competition coming up, all of our projects have been working hard to perform at our best at each respective
competition. Project attendance is consistent, and we see much commitment to each and every one of our projects!
Furthermore, info session attendance averaged out to about 25 people per session, with the best attended one
hosting 32 interested students. We also had a number of well-attended workshops put on by companies, as well as
field trips and community service events, to help our members gain technical and soft skills!

SKI TRIP 2018 Members throwing snowballs at the annual weekend trip to Big Bear
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INFO SESSIONS
CLAIRE KILLIAN
Our professional development events continued their strong presence from fall quarter into winter quarter: we
hosted a total of five info sessions, along with an interactive workshop! There were two info sessions with
construction companies, and three with companies that focus in water resources and environmental engineering!
This was ASCE at UCLA’s first info session with a few of the companies, so it was wonderful to bring new industry
presences to campus. Brad Fry from W.E. O’Neil hosted our sole professional workshop of the quarter, which
was a great team-building exercise that creatively showcased the power of teamwork through not just
qualitative, but quantitative results.
As mentioned in the climate survey, we
collaborated with the company
representatives to bring actual practicing
engineers to the events, and also continued
to incorporate interactive portions into the
events through trivia games and prizes.
Student attendance averaged a little above
20 students per info session, and there was
great diversity of engaged students ranging
from graduate students to freshmen. Up next
for spring quarter will be the last of our info
sessions for the year: Wood (our very own Dr.
Hudson’s geotechnical company) and the
well-known Burns & McDonnell! Be on the
lookout for more information about these
events and be sure to check out these
companies when they come to campus!
CDM SMITH INFO-SESSION Company representatives holding an
interactive presentation for members

FIELD TRIPS
SIDDHANT JAIN

During winter quarter ASCE went on a field trip to the Academy Museum of Motion Pictures, a construction
project by MATT Construction. On this field trip we were able to see and learn about one of the most complex
and modern construction projects being done in Los Angeles, which features a 130 foot tall sphere encased in
panels of precast concrete and housing a theater. The top of this structure will also have an observation deck
where one can look over to the Hollywood Hills. There are plans for multiple field trips this spring quarter,
including one to a project at LAX hosted by Turner Construction!
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ASCE MAKES SUSHI
Members making many
different types of sushi rolls at
this well attended social

BIG BEAR CABIN
Our members next to
a statue of a big bear
during Ski Trip
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This past quarter ASCE participated in four different community
service events. We volunteered with meal preparation at LA
Kitchen, which teaches previously incarcerated individuals to
become chefs while simultaneously providing healthy meals to
those in need. We volunteered at Wow! That’s Engineering Day
on campus in partnership with the Society of Women Engineers
at UCLA. At this event we taught girl scouts about what civil
engineering is all about through interactive demos like water
purification columns and toothpick-gumdrop buildings. We
helped LA YMF with their Popsicle Stick Bridge Competition by
judging high school student’s presentations about their bridges.
Finally, we held a mentorship beach-clean up day at Santa
Monica beach where we cleaned trash off of the beach and then
just hung out! Overall, it was a great, busy quarter full of
awesome volunteering. Next quarter, we will also have many
more fun events, such as harvesting oranges at CSU Northridge
for food banks and cleaning up the LA River. Hope to see you
there!

COMMUNITY
SERVICE
CAYLA WHITESIDE

LA KITCHEN
Members and chefs at the
volunteering event where they
learned how to prepare healthy meals

SEISMIC OUTREACH FINALE Members judging
the middle school students’ structures
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ALUMNI & PROFESSORS
JORGE BARRIO

Last quarter, ASCE held an event for the first time where UCLA professors had the opportunity to showcase the
research they have been working on throughout the 2017-2018 school year to students interested in research
positions. The purpose of this event was to expose students to research opportunities in all tracks within the civil
engineering department, i.e. structural, geotechnical, environmental, etc. For spring quarter, we will proudly hold
our traditional spring BBQ with professors to celebrate the successes throughout the year. This event will serve as a
great opportunity for students to interact with UCLA professors in a casual setting as well as a proper sendoff to
seniors graduating in June.

SOCIAL
LEIGHTON PARADIS

During winter quarter ASCE travelled all over the greater Los Angeles area to explore new fun activities. Although
the weather was cold and rainy, we did our best to stay warm and enjoy indoor activities. As a group of 37 we
travelled to Big Bear Lake during Martin Luther King weekend to spend some time in nature and bond as a group.
The cabin had plenty of amenities including darts, ping pong, pool, a hot tub, and much more. Some of the group
went skiing and snowboarding while others hiked and searched for snow to start snowball fights in.
Back close to campus, we
travelled to Racer’s Edge
indoor karting to determine
who was the king of the track.
Our Fast and Furious: Tokyo
Drift skills were put to the test.
Later in the quarter, we hosted
a sushi making tutorial led by
our very own sushi master.
Over 20 students agreed that
Philadelphia rolls were their
favorite to make. To wrap up
the quarter we hosted Finals
Study Marathon complete with
Dunkin’ Donuts and pizza to
supply our brains with
sufficient energy for finals.
Next quarter we are looking
forward to a Disney trip, food
challenges and other fun in
the sun as the weather begins
to warm up!

GO KARTING SOCIAL Members wearing their helmets during the event at Racer’s Edge
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LA YMF STUDENT NIGHT JOB FAIR
Members with the scholarship awards they
received at the annual event

NETWORKING NIGHT WINTER 2018
A member speaking with a company
representative at the event held at Pauley
Pavilion

SKI TRIP COOKING
Two members preparing dinner
for the group at Ski Trip
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ATHLETICS
RYAN WONG

This past winter quarter, ASCE Athletics participated in UCLA’s Men’s Soccer IMs and two basketball leagues (Co-Rec &
Men’s). Our soccer team, Unreal Madrid, failed to collect a win all season as we dropped our pre-season scrimmage as well
as all 4 regular season games. Although the season didn’t go as well as we planned, it was still an excellent and fun weekly
club-bonding that strengthened our relationships.
Another intramural sport that we participated in this past quarter was Co-Rec Basketball. Our team, The Dunkin’ Donuts, was
led by graduate student Winston Boyce at point guard and freshman Andrea Ramirez at center. We started off struggling the
first couple games of the season as we were working out our plays and team chemistry. However, we progressively got better
throughout the weeks as we finished with at .500 with a record of 2-2. The first round of the playoffs was unfortunate as we
had to face an extremely talented, undefeated team on top of a poorly scheduled game which forced us to play without a
few players. We didn’t back down to the challenge and put up a good fight led by sophomore Claire Killian and senior
Allison Woodworth. Despite the outcome of our last game, we are proud of our achievements and the synergy we have
created with the plays we made.
The final intramural sport that we participated in the Winter was Men’s Basketball. Our team, Ball Don’t Steal, was led by
junior Bryan Hong and Santiago Leal-Barreta. We started off the season a bit slow with a 0-2 record due to our inability to
close out close games. However, as always, we quickly learned from our mistakes and came back strong by winning our third
game of the season. Unluckily though, the final game of the regular season was a disappointing one as we were
overpowered by a talented and strong team. We played hard and put up a strong performance against this undefeated team
but unfortunately, our season had to end there. Overall, this sport was a lot of fun and it was definitely a positive experience
for all of us who participated.
Top finishers for Fantasy Football included Isaac Carrera, Leighton Paradis, Francis Paras, and Cheston Cheung. Fantasy
Basketball, which included 26 participants, was also an overall positive experience for the same reasons. Top finishers for
Fantasy Basketball included Eric Roberts, Patrick Fox, Dario Qiu, and Isaac Carrera. Prizes for participants in both fantasy
sports included apparel for their favorite teams and personalized 3D-printed sports medals.
One popular tradition that we’ve always
held annually in ASCE was our March
Madness Bracket Challenge. College
Basketball has always been extremely
popular at UCLA and the month of
March is the best time of the year for
fanatics like us. Our NCAA Bracket
Challenge included almost 40
participants and it was an incredible
amount of fun while it lasted before all of
our brackets busted.
In the following Spring quarter, we plan
to participate in Softball, Kickball, and
Sand Volleyball intramural sports. We are
also going to start preparing for the
sporting competitions at PSWC to further
prove to other schools that ASCE at
UCLA is more than just an ordinary
engineering club.
CO-REC BASKETBALL GAME: Pictured from left to right: 2nd year Cheston Cheung, 5th year
Winston Boyce, 2nd year Ryan Wong, 3rd year Kasey Murakami, and 4th year Francis Paras.
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MENTORSHIP
FRANCIS PARAS
Winter quarter was a great one for ASCE’s Mentorship program! The families grew bigger as we welcomed
16 new members into the program! We kicked off the quarter right with a Dave and Buster’s social where
members from all mentorship families went out for night of fun and food. This was followed up by events
held by the individual mentorship families. The family heads did a great job organizing family events, setting
up many different fun activities, such as family brunches, dinners, board game nights, and many more!
Everybody is having a great time making new memories and forging new bonds, such a beautiful sight to
behold. Lots of knowledge and wisdom is being passed down, a true sign of great mentorship. In terms if
the mentorship family system, BBB led by Zohair Zulfiqar and Asia Reeves is on top of the leaderboards!
Winter quarter was awesome, but we have a lot more fun in store for the Spring!

FAMILIES MAKING MEMORIES The families spending time with each other at their respective events throughout the quarter
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NETWORKING NIGHT
LUCAS HAMERA
Last Quarter, Networking Night was held on the UCLA campus for the first time ever. Winter Networking Night
was held in the Pavilion Club, the event room on the lower level of the historic Pauley Pavilion. This venue
typically provides pregame and halftime dining service for the most generous donors to UCLA athletics, and to
our most esteemed alumni. Doubling as an event room, this venue was a great way for students to access
Networking Night without having to travel to an off-campus location. Because a third party catered the event and
our access to student group event funding, Networking Night was relatively inexpensive. As a result, the
admission fee for students was lowered from fall quarter’s price of $15 to only $10. Yet, this reduction in cost did
not negatively affect the quality of the event. The turnout was good, with 45 students in attendance, and the
catered food was a hit. Students had the opportunity to build their network by talking to any of 18 professionals
representing companies specializing in several disciplines, like construction management, structural engineering
and water resources.
Overall, Winter Networking Night was a success. However, there is still room for improvement. As this is the only
time Networking Night has been on campus, it was uncertain how the event would compare to those held offcampus. A lot was learned about the benefits and disadvantages of an on-campus Networking Night, so these
factors will be weighed to determine where the event will be held next year.

CAREER
FAIR
HEATHER WONG

ASCE at UCLA’s Winter Career
Fair took place on February
1st, 2018, in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom at UCLA.
Thirtyeight firms registered for the
event, with approximately 70
percent of these being civil
engineering design firms and
the remaining as construction
management companies. 180
students attended the Fair

WINTER CAREER FAIR A student going over their resume with a company representative
(and former ASCE at UCLA member!)

and networked with recruiters,
about 40 percent of whom were UCLA alumni! For the first time, UCLA identification cards (Bruin cards) were
used at the door to check-in students attending the Fair, thereby speeding up the student registration process.
Goals of increasing company diversity and check-in efficiency were achieved at the Winter Career Fair. For future
years, ASCE will likely push to strengthen ties with current sponsors and partners, as well as strive to develop new
relationships with other firms.
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PSWC 2018
MAHSA SHEYKHSOLTAN
This year, PSWC will be held in Tempe, Arizona, hosted at ASU and co-hosted by NAU. We will have a record number
95 UCLA students attending the conference on April 12th.
To prepare for conference, our competing projects have been working hard all quarter. We have also organized
teams for sports and miscellaneous events. In January, we hosted a PSWC Pump Up day where members were able
to come out to Sunset Rec for the day. We played volleyball, ultimate, Kan Jam, and soccer while eating snacks and
making new friends. Additionally, we welcomed a new conference intern, Kyle Sample. Kyle has been helping with
the PSWC organization process, including the group dinner, funding, and attendee outreach. We hope to have
another fun and successful PSWC this year and continue with our successes at past conferences!

CONCRETE SPORTS
ADAM WONG
After much experimentation, Concrete Sports developed a brand-new method to cast its concrete frisbees. By using
actual frisbees (selected for optimal size and shape) as molds, our frisbees are lighter, more aerodynamic, and easier
to control than last year’s frisbee thanks to their true-to-life frisbee shape. Additionally, in coordination with sister
projects Concrete Canoe and Geowall, Concrete Sports is pleased to announce that it will feature a shared theme of
“Under the SEAS (School of Engineering and Applied Sciences)” at PSWC! Many thanks to Mahsa Sheykhsoltan for
volunteering to paint our frisbees.
By the middle of our winter quarter we had casted enough frisbees to begin throwing practices. After many weeks of
testing and tryouts, our athletics director William Penn selected five lucky souls to represent Concrete Sports at
PSWC: Trevor Davis, Gianna Furumoto, Jason Headington, Jacob Loo, and William Penn. Under his guidance, our
throwing team has spent the past few weeks perfecting their technique and preparing themselves for the
competition. We are confident that we will do well at PSWC and bring home the gold!

PSWC PUMP UP DAY
Members at the fun event with
sports and friends
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THROWING PRACTICE
Members prepare to test the
frisbees at the IM field

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CHESTON CHEUNG
This past February, UCLA Construction Management, represented by its three teams - Design Build, Mixed Use,
and Sustainability – and 24 students, travelled from Los Angeles, California to Sparks, Nevada to participate in the
2018 Associated Students of Construction Regions 6&7 Student Competition. Our fifth trip to the annual four-day
event that consists of the actual 17-hour competition itself as well as an accompanying presentation, a banquet,
and a career fair, we experienced a week of learning, competition, and wholesome friendship and fun!
With students of all backgrounds and experience levels, all three teams demonstrated a strong showing, which
was perhaps the best overall performance by UCLA thus far! Competing against the largest pool of teams it has
ever seen, the Design Build Team improved its performance in almost all categories and placed in either the Top
Third or the Middle Third Ranking against all competitors. Placing fourth and fifth in Project Execution Plan and
Field Management respectively and eighth out of twelve teams overall, the Mixed Use Team and its diverse
experience and knowledge witnessed a solid improvement from previous years. The Sustainability Team, despite
never having competed in the annual competition, proved to be as successful as both the Design-Build and the
Mixed Use teams. Based on the heightened popularity, participation, and success of each of the three teams that
attended the competition this year, we are primed for an even bigger and better performance for the 2019
Associated Students of Construction Regions 6&7 Student Competition.
Upon returning to UCLA and reflecting on our experience, all students appreciated the valuable learning
opportunity and first-hand experience the competition offers and came away with a better understanding of
construction management as a whole. We were fortunate to have received monetary as well as technical support
from various companies and organizations.
Looking forward to the rest of
the academic school year, we
are excited to participate in
the Timber Strong-Tie Design
Build and Sustainability
competitions for the first time
at the annual Pacific
Southwest Conference held
in Tempe, Arizona in the
second week of April. Our
teams have been hard at
work since January to deliver
a timber structure and a
sustainability report on the
annual environmental
impacts of conferences like
PSWC, respectively.
ASC 67 COMPETITION The UCLA team posing for a photo after their presentations
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CONCRETE CANOE
YASH KANSAL
This past winter quarter, the Concrete Canoe team has been very busy preparing for PSWC. During the first week of
the quarter, Casting Day was held. On this day, the team mixed over 200 pounds of concrete and constructed the
entire 19.5 foot long canoe by strategically placing the concrete on a foam mold! A beautiful seaweed design was
casted on the bottom of the canoe to go with the overarching theme of “Under the SEAS (School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences)”. With the hard work of all our project
members, and many other project members, the entire
canoe was successfully casted. The main structure of La
Sirena, UCLA’s 2018 mermaid themed canoe was finally
ready, and only small details remained to be finalized,
like casting of aesthetics before the competition. The
theme of the canoe itself came from the mythological
sirens, half human, half fish creatures who according to
Greek mythology, beckoned sailors into the water.
The canoe team continued preparing through the rest of
the quarter for competition. A lot of focus was placed on
the deliverables like the display and the cutaway.
Countless hours were also spent working on the Design
Paper, which was due in mid-March. Many paddling
practices were held at Marina del Rey with last year's
canoe, The Jabberwock, and the final paddlers for the
competition were selected. Other aesthetic items that
would be judged during the competition were also
designed and worked on. Although the canoe is ready,
there are still things to be done early spring quarter as
the team gets ready for PSWC. The entire team stays
determined to place well at the competition and make
UCLA proud!

CASTING THE CANOE The team preparing for and casting the
canoe on Casting Day
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
THIEN PHAN

This year, the Environmental Design team was tasked with creating a system that can remove soluble plant food, kaolin clay,
lavender extract, and wastewater plant effluent from nine gallons of water. The system is to be inexpensive, easy to
construct, and composed of common household materials so that it is accessible to developing countries.
Throughout the year, our team has been tirelessly testing a variety of water treatment techniques including membrane
filtration, sedimentation basin, and various chemicals such as alum, ferric chloride, and ammonium hydroxide in order to
bring the dirty water to drinking quality. In the end, we decided on a simple treatment train consisting of coagulation,
flocculation, tri-media filtration (anthracite, sand, and
granular activated carbon), and chlorination. Our
coagulant of choice - store-bought gelatin - was
discovered by one of our project members Lew Xuan Yu,
and was proven to be extremely effective in removing
the kaolin clay at a low dosage and low cost.
After the competition, we will spend some time to
reflect on everything we have done this year and how
we can continue to improve. We are also planning to
tour at least one local water treatment plan to give our
members a chance to see some engineering in action.
Due to the generous donations this year from the UCLA
EAA, Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, MNS Engineers, and
ACTenviro, we were able to purchase more testing

ENVIRO WORKDAY Members of the project testing their
newest filtration system

equipment and build a robust infrastructure for the
project. Next year, we will be able to begin the design
process and build prototypes much earlier and give us
more time to perfect our filtration system.

TRANSPORTATION
BEATRICE MITITELU

PSWC’s Transportation Design project this year asked project members to design a retail and restaurant facility on a given
parcel of land and analyze the associated traffic generated from this newly proposed development in Flagstaff, Arizona. In
order to present this information, we conducted a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) report.
In the TIA report, the number of trips generated to and from the site was found and used to distribute vehicles along nearby
arterials and produce level of service (LOS) results for nearby intersections. In addition to the measures of traffic, cost
estimates of the proposed development and a finalized site plan of the parcel were produced. In order to get a better
understanding of the layout of the land, five of our team members ventured to Flagstaff, Arizona in early February to
observe the lot and study the nearby traffic, which proved to be a great help when designing the site. During our winter
quarter workdays, we compiled and analyzed this data in order to gather an understanding of the impact of this
development in Flagstaff. After several weeks, we finally finished constructing a full Category I TIA of Pluto Plaza, which is
the name we decided to give the developed parcel. After the report was submitted in mid-March, we gathered the
information, figures, and tables we generated in the TIA to produce our competition poster.
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EWB-ASCE NAVAJO PROJECT
JAMES SALEM

The EWB-ASCE Navajo Project is devoted to bringing running water to families on the Navajo reservation by
designing and installing solar powered pressurized water systems. Last year, we completed one site, at the Lane
family’s home, and this year we are currently working on a new site. During the month of February, we held a UCLA
Spark campaign and were able to raise over $5,000 for the project. We would like to thank everyone who donated!
Over Spring break, a group travelled to the Navajo reservation with the goal of providing maintenance on the Lane
family’s water system and to visit the new family we will be working with. We were able to successfully replace a faulty
water pump but also discovered a
few new issues with the gravel based
filter at the end of the grey water
line. This quarter, we will be working
on finding a new solution to the
problem so that we can implement it
at both the old and the new sites.
We then visited the new site where
we discussed the needs of the family
and took measurements of their
home.
This quarter, we are finishing up our
designs for the new site and will be
preparing for the implementation
trip in June. We will be learning from
our experience with the previous site
so that we can improve our designs
for the future.

NAVAJO SPRING BREAK TRIP Volunteers at the family’s home where the
water system is installed

PROJECT SITE ANALYSIS Members studying
the traffic at the proposed site in Flagstaff
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GEOWALL
TRINI INOUYE
GeoWall is a competitive project in which students design and build a mechanically stabilized earth retaining wall
out of kraft paper, and it is the only undergraduate level project at UCLA that focuses on geotechnical engineering.
During the timed competition, the wall is built and tested to resist several different loading cases. The team that
uses the least amount of kraft paper and allows for the least deflection wins.
This year, we were tasked with designing a wrapped wall that can retain 500 pounds of backfill, and withstand both
a 50 pound surcharge applied at the surface of the backfill and a 20 pound surcharge applied laterally on piles. To
apply for nationals, the team spent the end of fall quarter and winter break writing and editing our design report
before submitting it in January. In February, we learned that we had qualified for the national competition taking
place at the International Foundations Congress and Equipment Expo (IFCEE) in Orlando, Florida. Project Manager
Trini Inouye, Project Directors Becky Zhen, Caileen Yu, Rachel Lien, Tristan Whisenant, and Wyatt Iwanaga, as well
as GeoWall members Justin Qiu and Michala Li attended the conference. At the conference, UCLA competed
against the top 16 schools in the nation, securing 8th place with a wall design that held all load cases with minimal
deflection.
Following the national competition, we will continue to improve our design for the Pacific Southwest Conference in
early April. The team will be traveling again to compete—this time, to ASU in Tempe, Arizona where we hope to
gain valuable experience competing alongside other teams in the region.

IFCEE 2018 The GeoWall team at the conference
in Orlando, Florida
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SEISMIC DESIGN
BRYAN HONG

Seismic Design team dedicated our Winter Quarter to building our first prototype. The prototype was first designed
in Sketchup to help us visualize the structure so that templates for floors and braces could be created for the
construction of our physical model.
To begin the construction, we drilled and dremelled the baseplate before we poured epoxy to create spread
footings for our columns. Then we pre-assembled all the floors so that we could drop them from the top of the
structure and use Gorilla wood glue to secure them at designated heights. After every floor, we slid our braces
between the columns to create fixed connections. Once we topped off our structure, we added rod holders, which
secured the metal rods and weights along the beam of the floors.
Once the physical structure was completed, we brought it to the
structures lab and tested it against two ground motions. During the
testing, accelerometers were placed on the baseplate and the roof plate
of the structure. The structure survived both ground motions, but the
peak roof acceleration of the first ground motion was about 1.5 g, which
was relatively high. Therefore, we are currently designing another
prototype, which will hopefully be more flexible so that it can reduce the
peak roof acceleration. In additional to prototype shaking, we
determined the Young’s modulus of balsa wood from the Uniaxial Tensile
Tests with six specimens.
Roof displacement relative to the shake table displacement also
contributes to the seismic cost of the building. This variable can be
determined by using SAP2000. Since most of our team members had
very little experience with this structural analysis program, we invited
Adena and David from John A. Martin & Associates to give two
workshops on using basic functions in the program. Students were able
to import time history data, analyze their models, and extract
acceleration and displacement data.
Spring quarter, we plan to finish the construction of the
second prototype and the majority of the final structure.
We will also work on architectural renderings with the help
of UCLA architecture students. It will be a busy spring
quarter, but we are excited to showcase our work to the
judges, structural engineers and students from all over the
world at the seismic design competition in Los Angeles.

SAP2000 WORKSHOP Members at the
workshop held by John A. Martin & Associates
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SEISMIC DESIGN WORKDAYS Several
members posing for a photo during a workday

STEEL BRIDGE
CECILIA VONG

The Steel Bridge project is tasked with designing, fabricating and constructing a 17-foot long bridge made of
steel. This year, we are building a long span bridge with an arch, over a 6-foot wide river that prevents members
from crossing over to the other side during construction. The major design challenge we faced was to minimize
the overall number of bolts and nuts in our bridge and maximize both the constructibility and structural efficiency
of our bridge.
Over fall quarter, we held weekly open design meetings and a design marathon to finalize our design. For the first
time members were able to see how we modeled it in SAP2000. We completed the fabrication of our bridge over
winter quarter, and are extremely excited to compete in PSWC. With the help of the staff in the Engineering
Student Shop, members have learned to operate new machines such as the CNC lathe and mill, and thus our
fabrication quality has improved tremendously this year. Some new connections being used this year include small
dovetails on our 2D-laterals to minimize the number of bolt and nut connections, as well as tube-in-tube
connections that both speed up our construction speed and provide a more efficient method of load transfer in
areas under compression. Currently, we are practicing our building sequence to construct the bridge as quickly as
possible.
This year, our design is similar to the one from 2016,
where we also did a superstructure with a space-truss
span. The superstructure is made of circular tubing that
will take most of the load, while the space-truss helps with
lateral deflection. However, since the rules this year heavily
penalize bridges that are over 200 pounds, we reduced
the size of our circular tubing and replaced the dovetail
connections on the space truss with pins and tube-in-tube
c o n n e c t i o n s t o d e c re a s e w e i g h t a n d i m p ro v e
constructibility.
We will be competing from April 5th to 7th at the Pacific
Southwest Conference (PSWC) held in Arizona State
University. If we perform well at this regional competition,
our team will qualify for the national competition at UIUC
happening in end-May, and that will be the first since
2008. PSWC will be a great opportunity for young
members to learn from the top schools, and hopefully
from there, jumpstart the project into consistently
competing at a national level in the future. After the
competition, we will also be transitioning from the current
project leaders into the new managers, passing on all the
lessons from this year and forming a new team for next
year. It is going to be an exciting quarter and we are all
looking forward to it!

ASSEMBLED BRIDGE A member sitting next to the
assembled bridge at the machine shop
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This winter quarter, Seismic Outreach partnered with Emerson Middle
School to implement our program for their 6th grade classes. We visited
the school a total of three times to teach the students about structural and
earthquake engineering through a presentation and a hands-on building
project. In addition to our school visits, we held workdays so our new
project members could be introduced to the presentation that we give to
the students. The workdays also aided in building camaraderie amongst our
project members, creating an enriching community in the process.

SEISMIC
OUTREACH
ZOHAIR ZULFIQAR

On March 8th, Seismic Outreach hosted 230 students, 20 parents, 6
teachers, 60 UCLA student volunteers, and 3 UCLA professors at our Finale
Day Competition in Pauley Pavilion. The amount of UCLA student
volunteers we had at the event was a record high for our program, and we
look forward to continue to have an increased presence at our Finale Day
events for the rest of the year. Continuing the newly established practice
from last quarter, we were able to provide lunch for all the students and
teachers we hosted. We could not have done this without the help of our
wonderful corporate sponsors who provided funding for the food.
Next quarter, we plan on continuing our spring program that was started
last year. We will be working with Lincoln Middle School, a school we have
worked with in the past. This will be an exciting challenge for our program
and leadership team since we will be working with a record amount of 6th
grade students (over 330). We eager to continue to expand our program’s
reach to a new students, while also improving upon on our winter quarter
experiences.

SURVEYING
GLYNN BACA

Surveying has been very busy this quarter
preparing for our competition at PSWC 2018. We
are looking to defend our 1st place finish from last
year's competition. Our team this year is me,
Joshua Widjaja, Key Chung, Catherine Nguyen,
and Rachel Tam. We’ve been practicing 2-3 times
per week to prepare for competition. Our practices
consist of total station work, taping, and
calculations. Spring quarter we will be competing in
the PSWC competition in Arizona! Also, in spring
quarter we plan to host some open practice style
workdays where we show you the techniques we
used to complete our competition events!

SURVEYING WORKDAY Team members practicing for PSWC
competition in north campus
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OUR SILVER/GOLD PROJECT SPONSORS

ALSO, THANK YOU ENGINEERING ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (EAA)

